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“This is a time of great learning on the Earth – where there are many voices 

talking.  Many are confused – many are led into darkness and hatred.  Do not be 

led – like a lamb to the slaughter.  Be a Warrior!  Think for yourself!” 

 

I was a great warrior for my people when I was on the Earth!  And I am still a 

warrior -- and a spirit guide now for many of you -- my people on the Earth. 

The “tides of emotional intensity” are running high in your world, and many 

people are choosing to participate in this now – whether or not it is beneficial to 

them!  They have become like the “lemmings who were swept toward the sea,” in 

a great gathering of beings, unconscious of the results of their actions – each one 

following, and being led and influenced by the others!  

The Way of the Warrior! 

This is not the “Way of the Warrior” that I would recommend to all of you!  The 

warriors learn to think for themselves – to determine what the situation is, and 

how they will CHOOSE TO RESPOND TO IT – from a position of intelligence and 

power – not blindly and mindlessly “FOLLOWING THE HERD,” or reacting to 

others, on the basis of what others may be thinking or feeling! 

The warrior is strategic – observing the entire situation carefully and in great 

detail.  Then, and only then, you will make up your own mind about your plan of 

action – based on the truth of the situation.  Evaluate everything before you act!  

This is important, because many times, things are NOT as they seem on the 

surface!  There is always a deeper truth – and many hidden aspects to all 

situations.  Also, be aware that many hidden motives and agendas may be 

present, and these may be influencing attitudes, events, and decisions.   



Carefully Observe & Analyze All Situations  

So, do not be hasty in your analysis of any situation!  Take your time, and carefully 

observe it over a period time, if this is possible, before making up your mind 

about a course of action.  It is easy to overlook many important details which 

have strong influence in the situation.  It is better to delay decision-making and 

response until you are sure you have the correct information, rather than rushing 

to judgment and making a miscalculation in your response. 

I learned this, and many other things, in my life -- as a warrior for my people.  And 

I advise all of you now from a place of love and concern for your society, where I 

see many people losing control over themselves as they are being caught up in 

“mass hysteria” – and non-intelligent, hasty reactions to events and conditions. 

We in the spiritual realms have a different perspective about all that is happening 

on Earth.  We see this as a time of great learning for your people – IF you will pay 

attention to your “inner voice” of guidance, and not allow yourselves to be 

manipulated and controlled by your mass media.  Many times, they think they 

know what is best for you – but often, in reality, this is not the case.  People are 

learning to think for themselves!  They are learning how to be the Sacred Warriors 

for Light in their own lives!  And, as they learn this, they will become stronger, 

and even more effective in “holding the Light” on Earth.   

You all have important missions on this Earth!  Some of you already know what 

your mission is, and others are still in the process of learning this.  But, in order to 

advance in your studies and your knowledge, you MUST learn how to guard your 

consciousness from intrusion by other factors – whether this is states of high 

negative emotions in the general population, or whether this is incorrect 

influence by a friend or someone you trust.  Anyone can be misled in their 

opinions, even a trusted comrade.  I had to learn this by many “hard knocks” in 

my life!  Many times, I trusted people that I should not have trusted – until I 

learned “THE SECRET!” And that is the fact that there is a great source of true 

knowledge WITHIN ME!   

The Inner Voice of Truth 

You ALL have this ability, but sometimes it seems hard to find it, and access this 

place.  It takes trial and error!  It takes repeated efforts to hear that “small inner 



voice of Truth!”  But there is only one way to do this – through PRACTICE!  You 

are not going to learn this through following other people and what they believe!  

That is what I learned!  And when I learned it, I started following MY OWN 

KNOWLEDGE!  I started learning how to use my OWN gifts of perception, 

combined with my intuition.  And this process works!  I learned to hear my Spirit 

Guides, and use their wisdom.  You all have your own Spirit Guides, but if you 

don’t listen to them, they are not going to talk to you!   

Be sure to ask for the highest wisdom from Creator, to come from your spirit 

helpers.  If they are not loving and kind, they are not from Creator, and get rid of 

them by sending them away.  Once you have your group together, a good way to 

start with this is to acknowledge their presence and begin to talk to them.  Thank 

them for their help – thank them for being with you!  And the more you talk to 

them, the more they will talk to you – and I found that mine were always right!  

Sometimes I wouldn’t listen, and then I would get into trouble for it!  You have to 

learn this by “trial and error.”  There is no other way!  But the more you practice, 

the better you will become at this – and I can guarantee that! 

Find Your Own Truth and Strength! 

You all need to connect with your own source of accurate information now.  It is 

imperative that you do this, because there is so much misinformation and “mind 

control” in your society.  Everyone is telling you what to think, telling you their 

version of “truth” -- so that, if you don’t have your own Truth, it is easy to fall 

victim to this sort of thing.   

Many of these people are not trying to be malicious – they just think they are 

“right!”  They are very sure of it, and they can be very persuasive – and very 

dangerous to your autonomy and well-being!  That is why I am bringing you this 

message – to help all of you stay on your own path – because that is where you 

are going to find YOUR TRUTH!  And when you find that, you will also find your 

STRENGTH! 

Be strong, my Warriors for the Light!  Claim the Truth about yourselves – in your 

own lives!  This is a fight worth having! 

I bring you this message in the energies of love, 

I am Geronimo, Chief of My People 



Chief Geronimo’s Wisdom 

Keep your own council 

Believe what you see 

Trust yourself 

Know TRUTH 

Be strong! 

I am with you! 

*   *   * 
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